Bolt Action Errata
We have compiled a list of errata for Bolt Action dealing with the various rules questions that have arisen
including corrections of points values. We have not thought it worthwhile to correct minor typographical
or layout errors except where these might affect the reading of the rules. We have also not dealt with any
representational queries along the lines of “Why does such and such a tank have such and such a
value?” as these are matters of judgement within the parameters of the game and not mistakes within
the rules as such. No doubt we shall expand upon this list over time and add clarifications where players
feel the need.

Bolt Action rulebook
Page 39: Cover
In the Soft or Hard Cover rules, the third sentence should
start with:
It includes infantry units, artillery or soft-skins…
Page 39: Cover
Add to end of final paragraph, add the following text:
If a target benefits from both soft cover and hard
cover, only apply the hard cover modifier, for a -2
penalty on the roll to hit.
Page 45: WEAPONS CHART
Replace ‘Medium Automatic Cannon’ with ‘Heavy Automatic
Cannon’. Repeat on page 214 in the Summary section.
Page 51: TEAM
Add to end of final paragraph:
Note that this rule only applies to team weapon units, i.e.
to units that comprise a team weapon, and not to
infantry squads that also include a team weapon. If an
infantry squad’s team weapon is destroyed, surviving
loaders simply revert to ordinary members of the squad.
Page 53: HE (HIGH EXPLOSIVE).
Replace first paragraph as follows:
The HE rule refers to weapons that can fire a High
Explosive shot. Some weapons, for instance antitank
guns, can fire either antitank shots (using the Pen value
indicated) or HE shots. The player must declare which
type of shot the weapon is firing as he declares the
target. Some weapons can only fire HE shots and their

Pen value is indicated as HE. When shooting against
infantry, artillery, or soft-skin vehicles, a hit scored by
an HE shell is multiplied into a number of hits as
indicated by the bracketed die or dice value shown on
the weapons chart. For example, HE D6 will result in
from 1 to 6 hits on the target, HE 2D6 gives 2-12 hits,
and so on. When fired against an armoured target, HE
shots are not multiplied in this manner; instead a single
hit is resolved in the same way as with other weapons.
Page 54: Multiple Launcher
Change the fourth sentence of the paragraph to read:
Roll a die to hit for the target and a separate die for
each unit within 6" of the target.
Page 58: MEASURE RANGE AND MOVE
Second paragraph. Replace sentence beginning ‘In both these
cases...’ with the following:
Troops making an assault are also allowed to move
through rough ground as they do so; however, in this
instance their move is reduced to normal pace (6"). In
all these cases an assault is permitted and a run order
is allowed, even though a run order is not normally
possible when crossing obstacles or moving over
rough ground.
Page 81, Vehicles and Officers.
The header will be changed to ‘Vehicles and HQ units’. Also
the following line is going to be added to the paragraph:
The same is true for a Medic’s special ability, which
does not work while the Medic is being transported.
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Bolt Action Errata
Page 87: DAMAGE RESULTS ON ARMOURED TARGETS.
Add under table of results:
When an armoured vehicle is hit by an HE shell, do not
roll for multiple hits and instead roll once to penetrate
using the Pen value of the shell (see p53).
Page 88: TARGET REACTS
Change second sentence to read:
This is worked out in the same way as reactive
shooting against infantry assaults, and takes place at
any point the reactor wishes during the vehicle’s move
more than 6" away from the target.
Page 88: CLOSE QUARTERS.
Add to end of first paragraph:
Even fanatic units are destroyed outright if they fail this test.
Page 93: Transport Vehicles.
The last paragraph of the Role of Transports entry should be
modified to read as follows:
Weapons mounted on transport vehicles can only be
fired if the vehicle is carrying a unit whose members
act as weapon crew – each weapon being fired needs
one man to operate it. If the vehicle has no
passengers, it cannot fire any of its weapons.
Page 96: RECCE.
Change first sentence of paragraph beginning ‘Recce vehicles
are allowed…’ to read:
Once per turn Recce vehicles are allowed to react to
an enemy shooting or assaulting them by making an
escape move.

Page 97: RECCE
Add final paragraph:
Recce vehicles are not allowed to execute an escape
move if they are towing.
Page 135: Panther
Special Rules: delete ‘3’ in final line (font error)
Page 136: Jagdpanzer IV
Special Rules: delete ‘3’ in final line (font error)
Page 153: 3-Inch Anti-tank Gun
Crew: 4 men
Page 154: M4 Sherman 75mm
Cost: 234pts (Veteran)
Page 156: M7 Priest
Delete last sentence of text ‘Although built on a Sherman
body….defence value 7+.’
Page 166: QF 17 Pounder
Cost: 140pts (Regular)
Page 167: Sherman
HE - instead of causing D2 HE hits an HE shell causes D6 hits
(75mm tank guns)
Page 169: Churchill
HE – instead of causing D2 HE hits an HE shell causes D6 hits
(75mm tank guns)
Page 171: Scout Car
Cost: 96pts (Veteran)
Page 181: T34/76
Cost: 234pts (Veteran)

Armies of GERMANY
Page 37, 20mm Flakvierling 38.
Add the following:

Page 62-63, SD.KFZ 250/9.
This vehicle is not Open-topped. The Special rule will be
deleted. The points values are correct.

Options
• May add a gun shield for +5 points.
Page 38, 37mm Flak 36.
Add the following:
Options
• May add a gun shield for +5 points.
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Armies of the United States
Page 25 Ranger squad. The ‘Rangers lead the way!’
Change Special Rule to:
Rangers lead the way! Units of Rangers are allowed to
make a Run move after both sides have finished setup, but before the first turn of the game. During this
move, the unit cannot assault enemy units, and cannot
be targeted by enemies in Ambush.
Page 26: US MArines Squad (Mid- /Late-War)
Weapons line should be changed to:
Weapons: M1 Garand rifles

Page 32, Light Artillery (M1A1)
and Medium Artillery (M2A1).
Add the following:
Options
• May add a gun shield for +5 points.
Page 37: Culin hedgerow cutter box-out
The second paragraph should be changed to:
Any tank that has the option of adding a Culin
hedgerow cutter may do so for +10 points per model.
A tank so equipped…

Armies of Great Britain
Page 24: Paratroop section
The following Option and Special rule should be added:
• The entire squad may be mounted upon bicyles or
welbikes for +1 pt per man
Bicycle/Welbike-mounted infantry: These follow the
same rules as infantry, except when moving entirely
on a road, in which case they double their Run move
to 24" (this move cannot be used to assault). In
addition, the first time they receive any order other
than Run, or if they receive a pinning marker, they
dismount and abandon their bicycles for the rest of
the game – replace the models with models on foot.
Page 69. Raiders! Selector
The anti-tank team entry will be changed as follows:

Page 77. Burma selector
The anti-tank team entry will be changed as follows:
0–1 Anti-tank team: Boys anti-tank rifle team, PIAT team.
Page 80. Normandy selector
The Infantry sections entries will be changed to:
2 Infantry sections: Regular Infantry sections (mid/late-war), Inexperienced Infantry sections, Veteran
Infantry sections (late-war), Paratroop sections,
Commando sections.
0–4 Infantry sections: Regular Infantry sections (mid/late-war), Inexperienced Infantry sections, Veteran
Infantry sections (late-war), Paratroop sections,
Commando sections.

0–1 Anti-tank team: Boys anti-tank rifle team, PIAT team.

Armies of the Soviet Union
Page 28: Siberian Squad.
The Cost is incorrect. It should be as follows:
Cost: Regular Infantry 50 pts or Veteran Infantry 65 pts

Page 75 onwards.
Starting from page 75 (Battle of Stalingrad theatre selector),
the KV-8S tank will be added to all theatre selectors that
include a KV-8 tank.

Armies of the France and the Allies
Page 100: INexperienced Partisan Squad.
The option to make the Inexperienced Partisan squad Shirkers at -3pts per model will be deleted. (Partisans cannot be shirkers,
otherwise they simply wouldn’t have joined the partisans, would they?)
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Frequently
asked questions
troop quality

Order Tests

Can you take Veteran men with Inexperienced officers (or
any such mix of men and officer within an officer HQ)?
No you can't - the idea is that the HQ unit is either veteran,
regular or inexperienced - so any further men added are the
same level of experience as the unit.

If a unit rolls a Panic result on the FUBAR chart and is
really close to the edge, does it move off the table?
No, units cannot move out of the gaming area unless the
scenario includes rules on how to do so. So, a unit that rolls a
Panic result will flee along the table edge trying to get as far
as possible from the closest visible enemy unit.

Based on the answer above, presumably this applies
across the board and no unit may be of mixed status
(though of course a transport, being a separate unit
with its own order dice, may be of different
experience to its squad). Correct?
Correct.

Cover

Set-up and army disclosure

Do enemy infantry, artillery and soft skins count as
soft or hard cover?
Soft cover, just like friendly ones.

When exactly do I get to see the opponent’s army?
Before or after beginning the scenario’s set up (it’s
important in choosing whether to be the attacker or
the defender)? And can I see the opponent army list?
The opponents should show the opponent their army
(including the army list) and explain what all of their models
are before beginning the scenario set-up. Of course players
might agree to do this afterwards instead, to simulate a
‘surprise encounter’ with an unknown enemy force.

Hidden Set-up
If the scenario being played means that there are no
enemy on the table during set-up, can all of my units
set-up Hidden as they are ‘out of sight’ of all enemies
anyway?
Yes, they can (and we suggest they do!). However, remember
that being Hidden simply means that the enemy’s to hit
penalties if your unit’s in cover are increased, so if your units
is not in cover, being hidden does not help it all, and it can be
shot at without any additional penalties!

Do hard and soft cover 'stack'?
No - cover is either hard or soft.

Range and Casualties
If units fire at a unit and their range can only
touch ONE figure, how is the damage rolled? Can you
only hit this one guy for several hits of damage, or do
the damage rolls “Shower” through to the rest of the
unit, even if they are out of range?
When firing, you target a unit, not individual models, so as
long as the shooting models are in range of at least one
model in the target unit, they can fire. If they score a hit and
damage, casualties can come from any model in the target
unit. This is because bullets don’t suddenly stop in mid-air!
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HE
Does the HE Pen bonus apply to all hits caused by a HE
weapon, including multiple hits against infantry and
soft targets, or does the Pen bonus only apply to
single hits against armoured vehicles?
HE weapons’ Pen bonuses are always added to the roll to
damage against all units, regardless of type – both to the
single hit inflicted against armoured targets, and to each of
the multiple hits inflicted on infantry and soft targets.
When you determine whether a building is destroyed
when an HE shell hits a unit inside it, is it the number
of hits actually inflicted on the unit (i.e. after halving
them for Down etc.) or the number caused by the
shell before halving the hits if the unit goes Down?
It’s the number caused by the shell (i.e. the actual 2D6 or 3D6
roll), before halving if the unit goes Down – in other words,
whether the men inside the building are standing or lying down
makes little difference to the building’s chances of collapsing.

flamethrowers
If a flamethrower team that is part of a unit runs out
of fuel, is the flamethrower man removed or replaced
with a rifleman?
The man with the flamethrower is removed, and any loaders turn
into normal riflemen, as per the to ‘team weapons’ errata.
If a multi-storey building is set on fire by a
flamethrower and there are units on the upper floors,
what happens to them?
Those units also must immediately leave the building,
‘disembarking’ from the building as if they were on the ground floor
– it’s amazing how fast you move to get out of a burning house!

Assaults
Do assaulting models have to take the most direct path
or can they use the initial 12" distance to move around
obstacles? Specifically, can they go around wall to
assault the unit rather than directly across it.
You measure the distance taking into account the fact your
unit might have to move round impassable terrain – like a
tank that’s in the way, or a house, or potentially a high wall and then if the unit is within the distance (generally 12" for an
infantry unit) the assault goes in. So ‘most direct’ might
involve going around things. However, you can’t circumvent
an obstacle as you move in order to avoid the fact that the
unit you are assaulting is sheltering behind that same
obstacle! In practice you will sometimes find that you have to

place individual attacker models over or straddling a defended
obstacle just to fit them in, but that doesn't affect the status of
the defending unit and the combat is resolved simultaneously.
When infantry assault infantry both sides remove all
pin markers once in base-to-base contact. Is the same
then true for infantry assaulting vehicles?
It works the same way as the infantry - i.e. all pins go once
combat is initiated.
If an infantry unit assaults a vehicle that has pin
markers, does the vehicle lose the pin markers? And
the infantry? And what about cases when a vehicle
assaults infantry or another vehicle, who loses the
pin markers? Everyone? Noone?
These questions arise from the fatc that the close quarters
rules for vehicles do no state clearly how they interact with
the ‘All or Nothing’ rule on page 59. We pondered this
situation and we decided that we are going to implement the
following solution. The general rule is that in all cases of
assaults involving vehicles, the assaulting side loses its pin
markers after making contact with the target, while the
assaulted side does not lose their pin markers. This is
because in all of these assaults, the attacker is actually doing
the fighting, while the defender is just passively suffering the
effects of the assault and not fighting back at all.
So:
• when infantry assaults a vehicle, they lose their pin
markers (they got over their tank fear and charged
in!), while the vehicle does not lose its pin markers
(the crew if anything is even more terrified!).
• when a vehicle assaults infantry, it loses its pin
markers (the crew very much enjoying driving over
those pesky infantrymen), while the target infantry
does not lose their pin markers (desperately trying to
run from a charging behemoth is even worse if your
squad is already suppressed and demoralised).
• when a vehicle assaults another vehicle, this is very
similar to the situation above, where the rammer is
being aggressive and the target is just bracing for
impact… and possibly getting very scared for the
sudden terrible impact.
Does area terrain count as an obstacle for the
purposes of assault being resolved simultaneously?
No it doesn’t.
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Vehicles

Transport Vehicles

If a pinned vehicle fails an orders test, it reverses at its
basic rate. Presumably following the Reverse Moves rule?
Yes, exactly as described on page 82. Recce vehicles capable
of reversing at Run speed can freely choose whether to do so
or simply reverse at full Advance move.

If a transport vehicle is Inexperienced, and the
passenger unit is Regular, does the -1 apply to firing
the weapon since the regulars are doing the firing?
It is the transported unit that is doing the firing (or ‘acting as
weapon crew’ to quote the rulebook), so it is their troop
quality that decides whether the penalty applies or not. So, if
the transported unit is Regular or Veteran, no penalty applies
to the vehicle’s weapons fire, even if the vehicle itself is
Inexperienced. If the transported unit is Inexperienced, the -1
to hit penalty applies to the vehicle’s weapons fire, even if the
vehicle itself is Regular or Veteran.

What happens if a vehicle FUBARs and Panics?
Treat this exactly the same as if it had failed an order test.
If an immobilised tank FUBARs an order test and must
Panic and so make a Run move, what happens?
It simply goes Down.
on page 88 It says that if a tank assaults a unit and they
fail their test they are removed as if surrendering, etc,
and if they pass the tank can continue on to another unit
if one is in range. can the tank attack a second unit if one
is in range if the first is destroyed or does it end its
move as soon as a unit it attacks is destroyed/removed?
Also, does this rule apply only to tanks or to all
armoured vehicles with a Damage value of at least 8+?
The tank continues its move until it runs out of movement or
the player decides to stop the move (which must be at least
half of the allowed move!). It can assault any and all units
along this move, regardless of whether they are destroyed or
not. This applies to anything with DV 8+ or more.
Some vehicles have two or more weapons mounted
side-by-side on the same mount, like the four HMGs on
an American M16 anti-aircraft carriage, or the two
mmGs in the turret of an Italian M11/39. As vehicles
can fire all weapons at different targets, can I fire
each one of these weapons at a different target?
No, when the structure of the vehicle and the way the weapons
are mounted make it very obvious that the weapon system is
designed so that all of the weapons were firing at a single
target, like in the examples mentioned above, those weapons
must be fired at the same target and cannot split fire. Only
weapons mounted on separate mounts can split fire, like for the
example you could fire the coaxial machine gun or main gun of
a Sherman against one target, the hull mounted machine gun
against a separate (or the same) target, and the pintle-mounted
.50 cal on the turret against another (or the same) target.
If a ReCCe vehicle fails an Order test and has enemies
in their front arc, must they reverse straight
backwards or must they manoeuvre in order to put
the maximum distance between themselves and the
enemy? And at what speed can/must they reverse?
If a recce vehicle fails an Order test and has enemies to its
front arc, it must reverse straight back, just like any other
vehicle, and cannot manoeuvre. This reverse is a full move –
so 12” for wheeled recce vehicles or 9” for tracked ones.

If a transport vehicle is pinned, which morale do you
use – that of the vehicle or that of the passengers?
When you activate the vehicle, you use the vehicle’s Morale.
You use the passengers’ Morale when you activate them to
order them to Advance/Run in order to disembark.
If a transport vehicle carrying passengers suffers
additional pinning markers from a Damage Result, are
the additional pinning markers added to the
transported unit too?
Yes, just as normal – any pinning markers gained by the
transporting vehicle are also gained by the transported unit.
If a transport is towing a gun is it assumed the gun
crew are being transported as well, does that count
as crewed so the transport's gun be fired?
Yes, the gun crew acts as the transport’s weapons crew.
Does a jeep that is upgraded with an mmG or HMG and
so loses transport capacity still count as a
transport for the purposes of being removed if closer
to an enemy than a friend?
Yes, it is still removed if closer to an enemy than a friend.
Does such a jeep also lose the capacity to tow a light
anti-tank gun?
Yes, it cannot tow anything any more, as the anti-tank gun
crew cannot be transported.
If jeeps that are upgraded to MG status are no longer
transports for any purposes, then how many are
allowed per platoon and what Force Selector slot
would they take up?
The jeep is still selected in the platoon as a transport for an
infantry unit, but then loses its transport capacity. That
infantry unit cannot then select another transport – effectively
its ‘transport slot’ has been taken by the ‘MG jeep’.
Does a Kübelwagen really remain capable of transport
when upgraded with a mmG (while jeeps do not)?
Yes, it does remain capable of transport.
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MORTARS, SPOttERS
and OBSERVERs
Assume that a mortar fires against a target it cannot
see (on the other side of a hill, for example) because
its spotter can see it instead, and the mortar hits the
target. In the following turn, it should now hit that
target on 2+, but before the mortar fires, the spotter
is killed. Can the mortar still fire against the
target? If so, does it still hits on 2+?
By the letter of the rule, the target is no longer visible, so the
mortar can no longer shoot at it. In terms of the ‘story’, you
can imagine that the mortar crew have seen some other, more
immediately threatening targets and decided to switch their
fire onto them rather than keep firing in a zone where they
were previously told there was enemy activity by their spotter.
If the scenario being played does not have a clear
‘half of the table’ where can I set up my
snipers/observers/spotters?
Anywhere on the table that is not within an enemy set-up zone
or within 12" of an enemy unit.
If the Artillery Forward Observer is killed does that
cancel out the effect of their artillery?
No, it does not. Once the token is in place, the FO model is
irrelevant from the point of view of the artillery or smoke
barrage arriving – simply follow the instructions on the
appropriate chart.
If, on the Artillery Barrage Chart, I roll a result of 1
or a result of 4+ and the artillery barrage arrives, is
the token removed and the process stops, or do I keep
rolling on the chart for the rest of the game?
Once the artillery barrage arrives, the process stops and no
further rolls are made. Only the result 2-3 on the chart mean
that you must keep rolling in following turns.
How do you resolve an artillery barrage against a
unit in a building?
This is resolved in the same way as described above for Air
Strikes, measuring all ranges to the building itself. The only
difference is that, if the unit is hit by a heavy howitzer (on a
result of 6), treat this in the same way as a unit hit by a heavy
howitzer that is firing indirect fire against the unit, following
the rules for indirect fire hitting units in buildings (see page
103 of the Bolt Action rulebook).

If a two-man unit suffers a casualty as a result of a
preliminary Bombardment, does it have to take a
Morale check?
Yes.

Air Support
Do hits from ground attack aircraft act as HE against
vehicles? In other words, are they a single roll with
the given Pen value or do they do 3d6 hits with the Pen
value?
Just like HE, they inflict a single hit with the Pen value given.
How do you resolve an air strike against a unit in a
building?
Ah, this is a complex and thankfully fairly rare situation, but it
does indeed need some explanation. As the Air Strike rules
are generic, you cannot know for sure whether the warplane is
firing HE or simply automatic cannons and machine guns at
the target, which complicates matters with the Shooting at
Buildings rules. So, the following points should clarify how to
resolve an air strike against
• FAOs can call air strikes against units in buildings in the
same way as firing a heavy weapon – i.e. they just need
line of sight to the building itself.
• When the plane arrives, pin markers are placed around
as normal, measuring ranges from the building itself.
After pinning markers have been placed, the unit inside
the building is hit automatically by the plane, just as if it
was in the open.
• The Extra Protection rule does apply, regardless of the
type of plane attacking (and thankfully this means it’s
better to be in the building than outside!).
• If the plane inflicts 12 or more hits (before halving for
units that are Down, but after applying flak modifiers) on
the target, the building collapses, as described on page
103 of the BA rulebook.
Units in bunkers suffer the additional pinning markers from
air strikes as normal, but do not suffer any actual damage.

Units in bunkers suffer the additional pinning markers from
artillery barrages as normal, but do not suffer any actual
damage.
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MEDICs

Force Selection

Say that a unit is shot at and suffers four casualties
from small arms fire. Does the mediC Roll one die for
each casualty, possibly saving four guys’ lives, OR Roll
one die, possibly saving 1 guy’s life?
The Medic rolls one dice for each casualty caused – Medics
are that good!

Does a 'free' unit take up a Force Selection slot? Or
could a British player with two reinforced platoons
field three artillery observers? If not does that mean
the Russian 'free' squad counts towards the maximum
5 per platoon?
The free units are additional to the Selectors. In both cases it’s
+1 per army, not per platoon.

Flak

The Guidelines to Force Selection sometimes
contradict the Force Selection Rules (e.g. Guidelines
say a captain can be fielded in place of a lieutenant,
one heavy weapon per three infantry squads, best if
no more than one Forward Observer, maximum of one
tank, light armour, artillery per three infantry
squads, etc.). Is the Force Selection Rules section the
one we should follow and are the guidelines merely
'developers' thoughts rather than actual rules?
The Guidelines are developer’s notes and intended to help out
players who do not wish to use the Selectors.

Do Flak-capable units use their HE dice to determine
the actual number of hits scored by a suCCessful hit
on an airstriking plane?
Yes – the number of hits scored is multiplied by the HE value,
much like in the case of a hit against a soft-skinned vehicle.
Is the –2 to hit incoming planes with Flak in addition to
normal modifiers or instead of them?
The -2 is in addition to all other modifiers, which apply as
normal.
Do you first reduce the number of hits suffered by the
unit target of an air strike because of the effects of
flak, and then halve the remaining hits if the unit goes
Down, or viceversa?
You first apply the effects of the flak, reducing the total
number of hits caused by the attack, and then, if the unit
is/goes Down, halve the total.

Multiple weapons
If a weapon has multiple barrels (e.g. quad barrels)
do you roll once to hit, then four dice to determine
the actual hits, or roll four dice to hit (one for each
barrel)?
Actually, you roll a number of dice equal to the shots fired by
each barrel, multiplied by the number of barrels. For example,
a German 20mm Flakvierling has 4 light automatic cannons.
Each cannon fires 2 shots, so when you fire this weapon, you
roll 8 dice. Then of course, every hit you score is multiplied
again, as each shot has the HE (D2) rule! Another example is
the US M16 MGMC’s quad-mounted HMG, which dishes out
12 shots every time you fire it! Ouch!

On page 65 of the United States Army book, in the Anzio
selector, the infantry options are listed as:
“inexperienced infantry squads, regular Infantry
squads, Ranger Squad, Paratrooper Squad.”
Is the difference between plural (Squads) and singular
(Squad) a typo? Does it mean we can mix squad skill
levels? are WE only allowed 1 Ranger squad out of
the 4?
It is indeed a typo. They should all be in plural, as in any
reinforced platoon you can mix experience levels and number
of squads. When a selector limits a squad to a maximum
number, it does state so.
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MISCEllANEOUS
Can Medics, Forward Observers and Spotters zoom
around merrily in otherwise unoCCupied armed
transports firing the gun(s) thereon willy-nilly and in
a rather gamey fashion?
Yes, they can. But, if you do so – you are officially a bad
person and your negative karma will soon be manifest in
atrocious dice rolls.
There doesn't seem to be anything, other than a sense
of reasonableness, to prevent infantry operating a
Fixed Team weapon from assaulting. Is this
intentional? Should medium and heavy mortar crews,
mmG and HMG crews be able to assault? As they may
not fire during an Advance Order, is that meant to
imply they cannot Run and so cannot Assault?
There is absolutely nothing stopping them from assaulting –
you can assume they leave their weapon behind and assault,
only to recover it later (assuming they survive the fighting). In
general, this is not going to happen very often, as they are
normally much better off firing their weapon at the enemy (in
the case of machine gun teams), or simply running away from
enemies that got too close (in the case of mortar teams).
Is it intended that snipers may shoot at units inside
bunkers at no extra penalty?
Yes, obviously through the bunker’s firing slits.
Can a unit enter the board and immediately move off
again in the same turn (could be very handy for
outflankers in Envelopment for instance)?
It is possible, though it is a very risky tactic, as the
outflanking unit would need to wait until at least turn 5 before
entering and immediately leaving the table. This might mean
failing the Order test to enter the battle and counting as
destroyed instead (see the answer above about ‘bad people
and dice roll karma’)!

71 of the rulebook. If upgraded with bicycles, it gets the
Bicycles rules (see for example page 21 of the Armies of
Germany book).
Is it really intended that a Panzer IV costs only 5 pts
more than a Stug III? They have the same gun and same
armour but the Panzer has a turret and an extra
mmG which are surely worth more than 5 points.
In the case of expensive vehicles, points values are sometime
rounded up or down to the nearest 5, so it is possible that in
this case the two vehicles were further apart in cost, but the
rounding up/down process has by chance brought them so
close together that the difference may not seem enough. In
other words, the Panzer IV might have been two points more
expensive and the Stug might have been two points cheaper,
which would have made the real difference more like 10
points, but the rounding up/down process might have caused
them to be only 5 points apart.

Armies of Great Britain
Can the free Regular Artillery Forward Observer
from the Artillery Support special rule (page 17) be
upgraded to Veteran by paying the difference in
points? Particularly in the Market Garden selector,
where it is mandatory (if possible).
No, the free Observer is included in the army as normal, but
cannot be upgraded, not even in Market Garden.

Armies of IMPERIAL japan
If I mount my senior Japanese officer on a horse, can I
mount any of his attendants on horses as well?
No, the option can only be taken by an officer without any
attendants.

As the unit has to enter the table before it can leave it, any
enemy unit in Ambush can still shoot the outflanking unit as it
enters the table and just before it leaves – place all of the
outflanking models at the edge of the table, as they enter,
resolve the Ambush fire and then, if the outflanking unit has
survived the Ambush fire, it may continue its move and leave.
If a unit has an option to upgrade from normal infantry
to any of the above modes of transportation, and the
player pays the point to upgrade the squad, does that
mean that the unit automatically gets the special rules
related with that mode of transportation?
Yes, if a unit is upgraded with mounts (normally horses) or
motorbikes, it gets the Cavalry or Motorbikes rules on page
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